[Gene expression regulation at the translational level: contribution of marine organisms].
Gene expression regulation is crucial for organism survival. Each step has to be regulated, from the gene to the protein. mRNA can be stored in the cell without any direct translation. This process is used by the cell to control protein synthesis rapidly at the right place, at the right time. Protein synthesis costs a lot of energy for the cell, so that a precise control of this process is required. Translation initiation represents an important step to regulate gene expression. Many factors that can bind mRNA and recruit different partners are involved in the inhibition or stimulation of protein synthesis. Oceans contain an important diversity of organisms that are used as important models to analyse gene expression at the translational level. These are useful to study translational control in different physiological processes for instance cell cycle (meiosis during meiotic maturation of starfish oocytes, mitosis following fertilization of sea urchin eggs) or to understand nervous system mechanisms (aplysia). All these studies will help finding novel actors involved in translational control and will thus be useful to discover new targets for therapeutic treatments against human diseases.